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"Nothing is better hidden than what is present and
nothing is more present than what is hidden." This
quotation from Edgar Allan Poe in The Purloined
Letter evokes the feeling of lack that we try to
fill when we are faced to something we don’t
understand.
What am I looking at ? What is the purpose ?
Why don’t I have more elements ? What does this
image or object show us ?

It’s through sculpture and photography that I create
devices or forms that are deliberately incomplete
and that raise questions. The elements that
I show are potential triggers for the imagination
of the viewer. By travelling, by investing a particular
place or setting, my work often emerges from
an unusual situation. This de-contextualization, this
disorientated look is linked to the enigma. When
we don’t understand, we interpret, we suppose,
we imagine. And it’s in this state that I try to bring
the viewer in. There is no solution to the material
or mental enigmas that I propose because in
practice, it is this hunt, this quest for a meaning
that interests me the most.
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2020 — La bonne poire prisonnière, a sculptural proposal to be mentally realised and its allowed narrative,
this piece was made especially for the groupshow Sweethearts at Barbara Club

In the room where Barbara Club takes place, a transparent glass bottle is placed on the red floor.
This slender shaped bottle stands alongside the left wall, between two overhanging paintings.
As with each of the art pieces in the exhibition, La bonne poire prisonnière is at a conventional
distance from the other works.
A whole fruit is contained inside this glass bottle. It’s a yellow pear with dots like freckles. Nothing
is missing in this fruit, from its yellow-green skin to the stem which finishes its rounded shape.
We can also see a transparent fluid deep down inside the bottle. This pear is only half bathing
into this liquid, a pear brandy also called eau de vie, water of life in french.
It has been said that if the fruit is not completely submerged in this water of life, it starts to rot
and then to die.
A cork separates the temperate air outside the bottle from the air in contact with the pear. This air
inside proves to be lethal for the fruit. I wonder how la bonne poire got trapped.

Le Marseillais — carved soap, 3.9×2.4×1.4cm, display for Quelqu’un d’autre t’aimera an exhibition that took
place in Minimarket 7/7 a grocery store located in Lyon, FR, 2019

Displayed behind the window of a night-shop, this piece raises economical questions, the
economy of means as well as the economy of gesture. This piece is composed by two
elements, both sculpted into one soap previously bought in the night-shop for two euros. It's

the reproduction of smalls metal parts that hold the shelves in the shop-window. The simple
gesture of flipping one of these elements makes the device useless. It also initiate other
narratives. A whispered narrative dealing with his own condition as an art-piece in an exhibition.

Quelqu’un d’autre t’aimera — exhibition curated by Armando Andrade Tudela, François Aubart, Héloïse Colrat,
Elise Legal, Mona Pouillon and Thily Vossier, grocery store Minimarket 7/7, Lyon, 2019

Minimarket 7/7 is an exhibition project initiated by artists Fanny Lallart and Thily Vossier in 2017
in a grocery store windows located in Perrache, Lyon. Thought of as an artistic device, the shop
became a place of artistic diffusion beyond its daily activities.
On the occasion of the 15th edition of Lyon Contemporary Art Biennale, Armando Andrade
Tudela, François Aubart, Héloïse Colrat, Elise Legal, Mona Pouillon and Thily Vossier join forces to
present a project in the whole Minimarket shop.
The idea is to associate various artistic approaches and generations that depart from agreed
narratives on artistic gesture and to observe how artists contend with the market and institional
definitions of the ‘contemporary artist’.
With : Armando Andrade Tudela, Antoine Bachmann, Paul Bourdoncle, Eva Barto, Elsa Boyer,
Alexis Camille Chevalier, Nicolas Chardon, Héloïse Colrat, Bastien Cosson, Clara Degay, Kevin
Desbouis, Tatiana Defraine, Inès Fontaine, Matthieu Haberard, Gabriel Kuri, Fanny Lallart, Elise
Legal, Flore Mycek, Sophie Nys, Bede Robinson, Joe Scanlan, Thily Vossier et Victor Yudaev.

Percer les épaisseurs — in-situ exhibition conceived and produced with the artist Amalia Laurent for the
basement of No Supplies’ workshops, Brussels, BE, 2019

The perspective is the representation of volumes on surfaces without thicknesses. It’s a
mental construction, a way of representing reality in an imitative way. However, the two-point
perspective, unlike the isometric projection, is not correct in geometrical terms.

It shows us an illusory imitation of reality which is closer to our perception of space.
Here, the artists Héloïse Colrat and Amalia Laurent are using the specificities of the place to
create pieces that play with those perspective representation codes.

Percer les épaisseurs — in-situ exhibition conceived and produced with the artist Amalia Laurent for the
basement of No Supplies’ workshops, Brussels, BE, 2019

Nature morte à la banane — mix-media, 25x20x45cm ; Nature morte au globe — mix-media,
70x60x120cm, display for the exhibition Percer les épaisseurs, Brussels, BE, 2019

Those two sculptures, that are similar to still-life, refer to objects from everyday-life such as
a chair, a globe or a banana. The interweaving of those objects or their size does not seem
realistic. When you start walking around those familiar forms associations, your eyes find a

point of view that gives a more accurate perception of those shapes.
Those 3D still-lifes embrace as much the fact that objects appear smaller as their distance
from the observer increases, as the superposition of planes caused by perspective.

Autour de la bouteille d’eau — four C-prints, laminated on dibond, 15x20cm, display for the exhibition Percer
les épaisseurs, Brussels, BE, 2019

These images are each time the representation of the same corpus of objects observed from
different points of view. The interweaving of these elements and their proportions change on
each of these views.

These photographs, them, leave us confused concerning the reality of these objects which
seem to be in 3D.

8 is my favorite number — digital photographs taken for an editorial project in collaboration with Loup
Lopez, edition printed in 4 copies on poster paper, 42x59.4 cm, 2019

‘‘This book presents a collection of rings, T-shirts, polo long sleeves, waterproof bags, nonwoven bags, temporary tattoos, and necklaces all designed and produced respectively
in collaboration with Silvana Mcnulty, Kaspar Sellin, Paul Girardeau, Axel Lorenc, Dorian

Chouteau, Stepan Lipatov and Eliott Déchamboux. Photographs of the collection included
in this book are taken by Héloïse Colrat and is the final contribution in the series of eight
collaborations.’’ Loup Lopez

8 is my favorite number — digital photographs taken for an editorial project in collaboration with Loup
Lopez, edition printed in 4 copies on poster paper, 42x59.4 cm, 2019

A perfect robbery — 12 photographs, C - print, 83x120cm, 90x60cm, 60x40cm - 3 sculptures, lacquered
materials, variable dimensions, closing exhibition of Fugitif residency, Leipzig, DE 2018

A perfect robbery is a project which plays on decontextualisation and recontextualisation.
Or, on how the meaning of a shape can change with its context. Three shapes are the object
of this robbery. Three shapes that the artist took from the streets of Leipzig. Once reproduced,

those shapes find themselves playing new roles in different absurd settings. Loosing their
initial purpose, they become something else.
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At first glance, the photographs seem to show trivial scenes ; but, collectively, these images
begin to reveal the deception of which they are the accessories.
The viewer has only sparse clues about the actual function of these objects.

When the facsimile is not physically present we can only rely on the images in which it is
staged. But when it is displayed in the space, its presence finally reveals itself to be more
dubious than significant.

Les cendres brillaient — installation of blown-crystal pieces, unit : 10x10x30cm, variable size installation,
2017

The rough surface of those pieces is only the exterior aspect : the deceptive facade of
an object made out of glass. It’s only through the thin gap between these pieces that the
spectator can detect this subterfuge. The mixture of sodium bicarbonate and wood ashes with

which I blew these shapes comes to gnaw at the glass bit by bit. This process of deterioration
is reminiscent of the perishable aspect of wood, while the whitening of the material evokes the
erosion of stone.
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How big is it? — sculptures : wrapped orange, Ø 60 cm and Ø 4 mm ; rolling paper, 60x40x3cm and
8x3x1mm, mix-media, ongoing project with the artist Max Blotas

Protocol of the project : we send us each in turn the scan of an object of our choice that we
must then reproduce. Him in tiny dimension and me in huge one, this having been decided in
proportion with the place where we live respectively, a studio in Paris, a loft in Brussels.

How big is it? — sculptures : wrapped orange, Ø 60 cm and Ø 4 mm ; rolling paper, 60x40x3cm and
8x3x1mm, mix-media, ongoing project with the artist Max Blotas

Lucioles — edition 19x27cm, 44 pages, hand sewn and shaped in one copy, inkjet printing, 2018

Fireflies is a photo edition focused on green light that can be seen lighting up some
construction sites.

‘‘As a result, the life of the fireflies will seem strange and worrying, as if it were made of the
surviving material — luminescent, although pale and weak, often greenish
— of ghosts.’’ Georges Didi-Huberman, Survival of the Fireflies

Lucioles — edition 19x27cm, 44 pages, hand sewn and shaped in one copy, inkjet printing, 2018

Pipes — series of blown-molded glass, 3 design in 25 copy each, 20x5x5cm, 2018

Design and production of a series of blown glasses. The shape of those glasses come from
formal combinations with PVC pipes. Project realized for Le Trouble, a project-space
co-operated by Kimberley Cosmilla and Marcel Mrejen and currently based in ISO Amsterdam.

48°42’21.4’’N 18°55’00.4’’E - Attempts to capture the moon, night of 24.11.15 — video, 5 min 10 sec, 2017
https://vimeo.com/216640539

Oh bha tu vois! Regarde!

This video shows us four attempts to capture the moon, during the same night and from
make the story. A naive dialogue stages two characters struck by the moon, who are only
the same place. Attempts, but also failures, showing a moon that is always fleeting, not
able to notice its progressive disappearance. It’s more a desire, a quest for a narration.
allowing us to capture it with a telescope or a camera. In this video the narrative does not We hunt the moon, the real subject, without ever being able to catch it.

L’aveugle marche — 21 sheets of paper 28x42cm, laser printing on Rivoli paper 120gr, performance, 2017
https://vimeo.com/238594127

Three series of seven sheets are hung on the wall. We observe small images of different sizes
on each of them. This installation works with a performance : someone comes in front of the
images of each series and starts reading. Lips are moving, but no sounds come out. Except

some sentences which are pronouced aloud. A narration starts to settle in. Text and image
bind themselves together, each word or thumbnails becomes a premise for a elliptical story.

Soundscapes — video, 8 min 37 sec, 2017
https://vimeo.com/216541988

Sibiu city with cars with trees
and with birds
This video without images is only composed of soundscapes. Unlike a silent film, here we are
facing a blind film. These different sound recordings should have been the soundtrack of a
film that never existed. I chose to show no pictures, but to keep the few words pronounced in

Flemish by my traveling partner. These descriptions which were meant to be technical become
evocative or even poetic.

Jama Baňa — video, 05 min 02 sec, 2017
https://vimeo.com/216639204

Black screen, we only hear a voice-over giving us an enigmatic story. It’s only after this narrative It’s in this hollow between the narrative and the images that the spectator is able to create his
that images appear ; five different shots that follow each other in the way of video surveillance
own story.
cameras. Five shots that constitute the set-up of the story emptied of its characters.

Projection — lacquered plaster, 128x106x17cm, loop video, 2017
https://vimeo.com/238609135

Projection is an in-situ work. It assimilates bathtub and graves into a single form.
This one is the exact imprint of an hole present in the place. Objects float : projection of an
uncertain future.

Kostol — edition 138x277mm, hand-bound in 10 copies, inkjet printing, 2016

Panny Márie Snežnej, or Our Lady of snow, is a chapel located at the top of Calvary Hill in
Bratislava. Difficult to find and decipher, this book is a guide. A guide, whose information are
as hidden as the chapel itself.

Kostol — edition 138x277mm, hand-bound in 10 copies, inkjet printing, 2016

Faux Semblant — pretence #1, paper 75x106cm, crystal, soot - pretence #2, coal, crystal, copper, steel
cables, 60x120x20cm, 2014

Pretence is a series of experiments that works on the link between the plate and the piece it describes. that is perfectly stable while the amount of coal on both sides of it is unequal. Since we found crystal
For Pretence #1, the crystal is relegated to a tool status. The purpose of this project was to exclude
in the description of the piece, we begin to put into question what we see and make suppositions
the glass objects but it only shows an enigmatic trace of this materials. Pretence #2 presents a scales about the materiality of these elements. Thus, these pieces are material enigmas for me.

